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LEADERSHIP: 
VALUES 4 VALUE 
 

 
Fast tracked Value-Based  

LEADERSHIP PRESENCE ADVANCEMENT 

 

 Focuses on the leader's values as a major 

development asset towards authenticity and 

self efficacy. 

 

 Addressed to c-suite executives and lasts for 

12 sessions of 90min each. 

 

 Intended to: 

 Reveal leadership strengths and risks,  

 Disclose blind spots,  

 Multiply the impact of your presence,  

 Conclude to the best and clearest 

leadership development plan! 

 

 

Book your seat now! 
coaching@inwards.gr 
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LEADERSHIP: VALUES 4 VALUE 

Are you a true agent for yourself? Leadership starts...inwards! 
 

 
 

Transform Values into Leadership Presence 
"LEADERSHIP: VALUES 4 VALUE" creates out of leader's:  

a) Beliefs b) Behaviors and c) Motivators 
 

Since you’ve built the entire company or have been entitled to 
govern it, your value as a leader is indisputable. It makes you 
the unique person that you are within and outside the 
organization. 
 

But, how does your presence reach, touch, get perceived and 
ultimately influence others? Do your people:  
 

 share your vision? 
 live your values? 
 enjoy working for you?  
 appreciate your authenticity and uniqueness? 
 feel engaged to serving your goals? 

 

Wherever the answer is not a strong "YES", you may face some 
risks either as a matter of alignment with your followers or as a 
result of your weak links to reality (delusion), which is one of 
the most common leadership issues. Both are manageable, 
though not value for time/effort if you try to fix them on your 
own.    

 
 

 

You need a professional Leadership Coach! 
 
 
 

 

Leaders should adapt and continuously enhance their presence to keep followers 
engaged while help them accelerate the pace and minimize the risks during the 
journey. To do that, leaders must be aware and able to regulate their own inner 
journey. - CCL (Center for Creative Leadership) 

 

FULL SUPPORT  

 

Change, betterment or 

growth, is a complex and 

unique (personal) matter 

that takes a profound new 

approach to moves away 

from the grooved neural 

pathways and creates new 

ones.  

 

If we see what we already 

believe, it takes a trusted 

external source to be able 

to “re-see”. 
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LEADERSHIP VALUES 4 VALUE PROGRAM SPECIFICS 

Purpose: a) You will be helped to improve your professional and personal efficacy in both 

performance and relationships.  

b) You will define what has meaning and you will connect your values in-use, to your 

personal style for most effective and long lasting leadership presence. 
 

Background: Based on the most contemporary theory and findings of Psychology, 

Philosophy and Neuroscience. "LEADERSHIP: VALUES 4 VALUE" follows the principles of the 

Behavioral Coaching Institute US. 
 

Our approach: State of the art behavioral and leadership presence intervention, influenced 

by the principles of coaching for behavioral change.  
 

Sessions: 12 one to one weekly sessions, 90 minutes each, plus 3 sessions dedicated to 

structured interviews or exercises. 
 

Diagnostic tools: a) Behavioral Assessment, b) Motivators Assessment,  

c) Leadership Index (Optional).  
 

Your consultant: Professional Master Coach with vast coaching and business experience. 
 

Confidentiality: All discussions constitute private, confidential and therefore fully protected 
information. The agreement for confidentiality starts covering our interaction from the first 
introductory meeting even if you don’t wish to proceed. inwards doesn’t disclose, claim or 
publish names, achievements, case studies and corporate logos. 
 

Place of session: inwards’ office, or coachee’s office for corporate programs.  
 

Starting date:  October 2017. 

A short program for those who want to gain deep insight in their 

inner beliefs, motives and get quick wins 

 

The program is addressed to: 
 

 CEOs and C-Level executives  who wish to define or redefine their own purpose, 
value and brand 
 

 Entrepreneurs who need to find and brand the "why" of their activity 
 

  Soon to be promoted C-level executives who need to expand their potential or 
preparing for on-boarding 
 

 Successful professionals (politicians, doctors, and lawyers, among others) who 
want to increase their performance 


